Decision Driving®
Customer training seminars from Liberty Mutual Insurance

Course overview
Decision Driving® is a dynamic program designed to develop an individual’s capability to evaluate and train themselves and others to improve decision-making capabilities while driving.

Objectives
At the conclusion of this seminar, you will be able to:
• Demonstrate the five steps of Decision Driving®
• Evaluate commercial vehicle mirror systems, and develop proper adjustment procedures
• Demonstrate and coach others in the techniques of Commentary Driving™

Who should attend
This program is intended for individuals who function as driver evaluators or trainers within their organization.

Course length 1.5 days
Contact hours 11
Level Basic to intermediate

Register
Questions: (877) 588-2016 | LPED@libertymutual.com
Agenda

Welcome, learning objectives and introductions.

**Unit 1: Development of a Driver Training Program**
This opening session will explore the value of driver training, how management of employee behavior affects safety outcome, and how developing effective training sessions, including critical program elements, may be used to address vehicle crash prevention.

**Unit 2: Decision Driving®**
This session will explore the five concepts of Decision Driving® and how those concepts can improve your vehicle crash prevention program.

**Unit 3: Mirror Adjustment**
How mirror selection and adjustment for various vehicle types can increase driver decision making and prevent crashes.

**Unit 4: Decision Driving Tactics**
Participants will explore how the principles discussed in Decision Driving® may be applied to individual driving situations.

**Unit 5: Review of Instructor Materials and Questions**
A review of the facilitator materials available to participants to present the concepts within their own organization.

**Unit 6: Introduction to Commentary Driving™**
A discussion of the practical application of the concepts of Decision Driving® and demonstration of on-street driving techniques in preparation for Day 2 activities.

**Unit 7: Commentary Driving™ (On-Street Activity)**
Participants will have the opportunity to practice, in vehicles, the principles of Decision Driving®.

**Unit 8: Review of Commentary Driving-Introduction to In-Vehicle Coaching**
A brief discussion of the techniques of Commentary Driving™, and how to coach others to perform.

**Unit 9: Coaching the Driver (In-vehicle exercise)**
While participants practice Commentary Driving™ again, the emphasis is on the coach providing feedback to the driver.